Amazon All In Service from China
What is the process?

Contact the team for a quote. You will need to provide the below for an accurate quote:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Supplier Address/Contact Details
Number of cartons
Weight and Cube
Amazon FBA warehouse to deliver to.
Your company name and contact details.

When the goods have left China you will need to provide Isca Forwarding with:
1. A commercial invoice from your supplier.
2. A packing list from your supplier.
3. The dimensions of the cartons being imported. (can be shown on either of the above
documents)
4. An EORI Number (we can advise how to apply for this)
5. A commodity code for the goods being imported. (We can help guide you with determining
this.)
6. FBA ID Number.
7. Amazon ID Reference.
8. Amazon Labels
On arrival:
We will complete a customs entry for your goods and they will be unpacked, labelled and palletised
to Amazon specifications. A delivery slot will be booked and we will provide a POD (proof of
delivery) once delivered. Please note most Amazon warehouses take a few days to unpack and
confirm the receipt of new stock.

Benefits of this service?
1.)
2.)
3.)
4.)
5.)

Isca will handle everything from FOB origin port China to delivered FBA.
Removes the risk of rejections from Amazon FBA warehouses.
Stops the risk of penalties from rejected deliveries.
We are here to assist should any problems arise.
We remain in contact with you, updating and asking if further information is required or
changes have occurred.

How much does it cost?
Call ISCA and get a quote for the all in rate from FOB origin port China to delivery to FBA in England.
Plus the following charges will be shown on the quote you receive:







Amazon All In Freight - (quote on request)
Customs Clearance - £47.50
Import VAT and Duty Deferment Fee - £25.00
Service and Attendance - £17.50
Pallets - £12.50 per pallet
Labels - £0.30 per label (1 label per carton / 4 labels per pallet)

Are there any terms and conditions?
Delivery will normally be made within 72 hours after your shipment has been customs cleared,
labelled and palletised to Amazon specifications. However Amazon can sometimes take an
additional couple of days to offload and register the receipt of goods.
Copy of POD can usually be provided within 7 days – subject to Amazon providing the document.
Delivery status available on Amazon sell account for urgent confirmation.
If labels are not provided prior to the goods being unloaded in the UK then delays may be incurred
and any costs relating to these delays (rent/storage charges or re-palletising) will be passed on to
the customer.
For FBA centres in Wales and Scotland please ask for a quote.
Further surcharges will be applicable for anything exceeding the dims of the pallet base (100 x 120 x
180cms) and a weight of 600kgs per pallet.
Split consignments may incur an additional charge.
Agreement can only be provided for cargo booked on our service.

